Get Control of Inspection Productivity

New HMI Touch Screen Interface for Wet Bench Units

- Automatically clamps the part, magnetizes the part, then unclamps the part
- Automatically clamps the part, bathes the part with magnetic particle bath, magnetizes the part, then unclamps the part
- Allows the operator to set magnetization time from 0.5 to 2 seconds
- Automatically initiates two magnetizing shots

Improve Productivity
Increase Inspection Quality
Decrease Processing Time

Efficiency Upgrades Available
Time-Saving Standard Features
Intuitive Equipment Controls

MAGNAFLUX®
Magnaflux A- and D-Series Wet Bench Units with HMI Touch Screen Interface offer intuitive equipment controls, time-saving standard features like adjustable mag-shot timer and double-mag shot, and productivity upgrade options like auto-bath or auto-mag to automate the magnetizing process. The result is an easy-to-use, durable, dependable Wet Bench Unit ideal for companies looking for a high-value solution to improve productivity, increase inspection quality, and decrease processing time.

If your company is looking for a value solution to improve productivity contact your local Magnaflux Regional Sales Manager or find additional details on A- and D-Series Wet Bench Units with HMI Touch Screen Interface on our website at magnaflux.com.

Don’t know your Magnaflux Regional Sales Manager? Contact us at (847) 657-5300 or email cs@magnaflux.com.